1998 dodge intrepid es

We bought our Intrepid in 98 with 26k miles. Having all family out of state, we put a lot of miles
on our vehicles. This car had nothing but strange problems - the tensioner when out at 70k,
starter at 36k, oil sending unit wiring harness at 96k, AC condenser and cooling fan motor at
99k. Two weeks ago, at k, the engine caught fire in our driveway. Insurance is calling it a total
loss. We must admit that after all the problems, we weren't surprised by the spontaneous
combustion and are quietly relieved to be free of this car. Both of us come from Chrysler
product families. Never again. This one nearly cost us our home. I drove my Intrepid k miles
before having to get rid of it had 32k at purchase. With only routine maintenance a few medium
repairs Alternator and major brake work coming in the last 50k miles. Good performance
especially highway , better than average interior, decent mileage for a car of its size and
performance specs, and tons of trunk space. If you can find a and later model with decent
mileage, buy it. I purchased this Intrepid used from a Buick Dealership. This being my first
Chrysler purchase, I was astonished at this vechicle. Having owned several Corvettes and
numerous muscle cars in my past, I still can't get over the value Chrysler has packaged into this
low priced domestic automobile. In the future, Chrysler will be my first consideration when
purchasing my next vechicle. I love my Intrepid! I purchased the vehicle less than two years ago
with 60k on it. I have put on nearly 40k miles and the odometer now reads 98k. I have had NO
major problems what-so-ever. Changed the rotors, pads and tires. New plugs when I bought the
car. The huge trunk can easily accomidate luggage for a week for adults, plus drive them along!
The Auto-Stick feature is great on the ES model. The extra HP in the ES over the base model
really gives the car more kick. I just bought my 98 intrepid and the dealership checked it out and
said it was in perfect condition. Within 2 weeks the alternator went out and now the body shop
is telling me to prepare for a new tranny!!! I only paid 5, for the car and as of now it is costing
me an additional 4, I was warned to never buy a dodge I just wished i had listened. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Intrepid. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Items per page:. Write a review See all Intrepids for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Intrepid.
Sign Up. Imagine some wealthy, hopelessly demented car enthusiast took a fire-snortin' Dodge
Viper and had a custom-design shop render it as a big four-door sedan. Not bloody likely? Well,
if that styling scenario gets your attention, coil your eyeballs around this completely
reengineered '98 Intrepid ES sport sedan. No, this second-generation Intrepid isn't packing the
king snake's wide-asp rubber, V fangs, or even its bellowing sidepipes. Much as we'd like to see
a howling Dodge four-door that erupts to 60 in four flat and sucks up a quarter mile of tar in 12
seconds at mph, the line of serious paying customers would be way too short. Dodge,
precariously dependent on trucks for profit, is aiming to jump back into the high-volume,
front-drive V-6 sedan market occupied by first-class appliances like the Chevrolet Lumina, Ford
Taurus , andHonda Accord and Toyota Camry. But is the new sedan recipe right? Dodge
officials say they know that snake-eyed styling won't be enough to win over Accord and Camry
owners. Few vehicles in any market feature more invisible styling than those midsize sedans.
Indeed, both Japanese cars have built a loyal, growing customer base not on styling or
performance but on long-range durability with low maintenance, good ride, mechanical
refinement, and build quality, which allows them to maintain their premium used-car values.
Dodge engineers say their mission was straightforward: Capture the styling excitement, crisp
handling, and class-leading interior room of the first-generation Intrepid. Then go after the
quality, noise, and vibration gremlins associated with the old platform's wimpy powertrains,
uneven quality, and lack of road isolation. We peeked briefly at six areas during an exclusive
preview at Chrysler 's Chelsea, Michigan, proving ground: powertrain, body structure,
subframes, suspension, brakes, and interior. The MT exam included instrumented acceleration,
braking, and handling tests on the featured 3. Be aware that this was an early development car,
not an assembly-line-made, production model. Here's what our early look disclosed. The
Intrepid's two aluminum V-6 engine choices are all new. The standard engine in the base car is a
2. Our ES test car, however, was equipped with the premium 3. Chrysler pegs its specs at
horsepower at rpm and pound-feet of torque at rpm. This engine is a screamer with a rev redline
at Company estimates for its fuel economy are 19 city and 28 highway. But you're going to have
to wait for a fuel-efficiency review. Most of our proving-ground drive was done with the go pedal
buried in the carpet. Either this car weighs more than its competitors, or the competitors are
conservatively estimating their own horsepower. With the brake pedal squeezed, the throttle
pedal applied, and the 3. Not bad, but far from standard-setting. For comparison, the Camry with
its 3. There are no Intrepid transaxle options. The only trans teamed with either engine is a fully
electronic four-speed automatic, called the 42LE. Even when driven hard, this transaxle
rewarded us with smooth, quiet, spot-on shifts. Later, during the high-speed-handling review,
we used its "AutoStick" feature to hold lower gears for sharper engine response through the

cones. By moving the shift handle to the rear of the gate and then rocking the handle
side-to-side, ratios could be accurately selected up and down, almost like a clutchless manual.
Just short of manual-box precision, this system worked well and was fun to use. A prerequisite
for excellent ride and handling is a strong, flex-free body. A rigid foundation ensures that
steering inputs from the rack are precisely communicated to the wheels, that the factory-tuned
ride remains smooth and vibration-free, and that engine vibes are properly attenuated. Chrysler
claims the new car is 40 percent stiffer in torsion with 20 percent greater bending stiffness than
the '97 model. Five important cross-car structural reinforcements strengthen the Intrepid. Under
the hood, running across the front of the bay is a huge flat piece of steel that locks the right and
left fenders together. Behind the engine resides a removable, pressed-steel strut-tower brace.
Then, running transversely through the center of the instrument panel is a hefty steel tube used
to bolt the A-posts together. Next, under the rear package tray is a large box section that
bridges the tops of the rear suspension's struts. The final cross-car reinforcement strategy
involves the tallish bulkhead that runs across the car's rear end. Of course, the downside is that
this last tweak results in a high trunk lift-over-we measured Speaking of the trunk, it's 52 inches
deep with the foldable seatbacks up. Its cargo volume is That compares impressively with the
The final two pieces of the Intrepid's new ride-isolation strategy are front and rear subframes. In
front is a small, welded hydroformed steel tube frame that's rubber bushed to the belly of the
unibody. And it's to this frame that the front suspension's lower control arms are attached. The
powertrain also nestles on vibration-attenuating rubber mounts within this rigid steel assembly.
In back, the lateral links from the rear spindles attach to the cast ends of a rubber-isolated
aluminum subframe rail. And the coil springs in the front and rear struts sit on microcellular
urethane rings to plug those noise paths. So do the rubber-isolated subframes and all of this
body reinforcement work? The short, cautious answer is yes. Most of the track surfaces were
smooth and frankly not much of an isolation challenge. But the few spots where there were
expansion joints or broken pavement, the Intrepid stepped across quietly and with a
smoothness and solidity it certainly did not have previously. We noticed the lack of
rear-suspension thumping and road-grain noise transmission that had been characteristic of
the Intrepid. There seems to be a downside to all these soft rubber bushings and subframes.
The Intrepid ES' handling is predictable and competitive, but this prototype's performance is at
best average for a midsize-class car. Again, we're keeping in mind that ultimate handling is not
the prime consideration in this class. Ride isolation is what counts. The ES passed through our
foot-long slalom with a best of But it's way under that of a benchmark sport sedan like the
Nissan Maxima SE at Apparently, we'll have to wait for the top-handling, smaller '99 Chrysler M
with its inch wheels, firmer suspension, and wider rubber to wring the most out of this new
chassis. One more thing to keep in mind, the Intrepid is has grown significantly in size; the EPA
classifies it as a large car. In fact, it's almost 3 inches wider and 7 inches longer than a Lexus
LS And big, softly sprung sedans typically have trouble threading a quick pass through our
handling gantlet. The standard brakes on the ES with the inch wheels are four-wheel discs
backed up with anti-lock electronics. In front are In the rear are The base car with its inch wheel
has Again, the performance here was only mid-pack. Pedal feel is linear and firm, but the car's
stopping numbers were just decent. In fact, the best stop was feet. That's about 10 or even 15
feet more brake lane than the smaller, lighter midsize sedans need. Clearly, the Intrepid is big
on the outside and big on the inside. Commodious and beautifully styled accurately sum up the
work of Chrysler's interior designers. From A-pillar to A-pillar, the dash top sweeps gracefully.
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tiful, white-faced gauges that are not only sporty looking but wonderfully easy to read. The big
switches and oversize control knobs click and snick with the high-quality feel of a luxury sedan.
They're also logically and conveniently located so that they're easy to use for drivers of all
sizes. From the leather buckets of the ES to the cloth-covered front bench in the six-passenger
base car, seating is nicely firm and comfortably contoured for spirited driving or longer trips.
About the only old-Chrysler details in this sedan were the raw-looking holes that mark the shift
positions on the center console and the plastic plates that cover the shifter slot in the center
console. In sum, the Intrepid ES is large, quiet, and smooth riding with a sport sedan's
aggressive look and feel. It's not a taut corner-bender in the Euro fashion. But for rough U.
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